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Introduction:

The childhood is one of the most important stages in human life. At this stage,
capacity and talents are growing and developing, so that the child becomes capable to
all kinds of direction and formation. Childhood is a crucial factor for the future and
foundation of community building. The development of any society depends on its
interest and approaches towards children. It is important how the society takes care
of children, gives them a happy life and a healthy surrounding to grow-up in which
brings them to maturity. But during the years of war in Syria, the warlords didn't
leave any value for the children's lives. In the past, wars were fought between two
sides in a limited battlefield. Today, wars are taking the cities and populated areas as
battlefields for their fighting and warfare, targeting primarily civilians and causing the
biggest casualties among them.

Many children were killed and harmed in the war in Syria. As children are the
weakest and most vulnerable beings in society, they have suffered the most from the
war - in psychological, health and educational aspects. The detainment and
recruitment of children by ISIS or FSA forces as well as depriving the majority of
children of education, internal displacement and forcing some of them to emigrate
with their parents to another country, where they seek peace and security, all these
conditions have caused psychological trauma among the children. The effects of these
will appear and last on long-term.

The Syrian children's suffering from the Syrian regime and its militias
practices:

Syrian children have been the most affected group by the war that has been going on
in their country for seven consecutive years. It started in the Syrian city of Daraa
where the regime's militias arrested a number of children on 26/2/2011 after writing
slogans on the school walls demanding the overthrow of the regime. These children
were arrested by the Syrian regime and brutally tortured in detention centers. They
were subjected to all kinds of torture, like beating with metal wire, whips, wooden
and metal batons; taking off their nails; electroshock torture, including electro-shocks
on their genital organs and other forms of sexual violence. They have been burnt
with cigarettes, put into solitary confinement and their relatives were tortured in front
of them.
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A child from the Syrian city of Daraa died under torture by the

Syrian regime

The human rights violations of the Syrian regime and its militias against children have
been continuing through-out the war. According to a report issued by the Syrian
network for human rights, 19,773 children were killed by the regime, 159 of them
under torture and 2,717 children have been detainees in the ongoing war on Syria
between March 2011 and 2014.

Pro-Syrian militias loyal to the Syrian regime have killed Sunni children as in Banias
Tiramisa and Hula with the aim of “religious cleansing”. They killed many innocent
children in mass slaughterings with knives.

Further in districts of Homs children have been kidnapped while a campaign was
launched under the name of "cleaning the Alawite districts from of the sons and
companions of terrorists". Also many children have disappeared due to organ
trafficking activities carried out by doctors of the Syrian regime.

The inhuman practices and human rights violations of the Al-Baath regime continue
until today in the eastern Ghouta region, supported by Russian air strikes. The siege
imposed on Al-Ghouta and the denial of humanitarian and medical help means the
implementation of a starvation policy, which led to the death of many children.

The remaining children have been suffering from psychological violence, as well as
hideous scenes that remain stuck in their minds forever. The pain and suffering in
which the Syrian children have been born can neither be described nor accepted.
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The practices of the terrorist ISIS organization against children:

In the shadow and under the terror of ISIS organization children have lived the most
tragic lives. This terror organization deprived them from education; enjoying their
childhood and living a normal life of with playing children’s games and living in
peace.

ISIS using children to carry out executions

Where thousands of children stayed without homes and schools they were made an
easy target for ISIS, that transformed schools and mosques into training centers for
children to teach them their religious fascist doctrines, and imposing an educational
and ideological approach on children which is based on violence and hatred. Children
were trained intensively to combat and espionage. They were educated to become
either soldiers in battle or clerics which would spread the fascist ideology of the
terrorist ISIS organization. Children were trained as torturers and suicide bombers
through Jihadist recruitment to ensure the continuity of the organization. Even
suicide brigades were formed by children, such as Ashbal Al-Khelafa brigade, that
had more than 1,000 children (!!) in their rows.
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The organization sought to equip a generation of children abusing them as “fighters”.
They grew up with violence through watching execution operations and watching
videos with cruel atrocities in ISIS media centers. Real weapons were given to
children as “toys” to play with.

The practices and terrible crimes of ISIS crushed all meanings of childhood, which led
to a negative reflection on the children's behavior and turned them into criminals.

The child Alan Aldi who has become a victim for smugglers

Children's Suffering in Refugee Camps Outside and Inside Syria:

Many families have fled to neighboring and European countries as they have been in
fear for their children being captured or abused by ISIS terrorists. Also they have
been afraid of becoming victims of the coalition’s aircraft bombings. Refugee families
have faced many difficulties and dangers on their way by land and sea. Many of
them lost their lives on these insecure and dangerous ways. Even those who arrived
at places outside the conflict regions, have been faced with new difficulties in the
refugee camps. They are suffering psychologically and physically in these camps due
to unhealthy conditions, the lack of medicine, education and proper nutrition. Under
the hunger policy and due to food contamination, many children are forced to
exploitation on the labor markets. Child labor has expanded significantly in the
countries of asylum, where children are selling tissues or food, are collecting metal
and plastic scraps to secure the living for their families and themselves. Thus
depriving them from education leads to a generation of war children that will also
affect the social relations and future of their society.
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Internal displaced children from areas of clashes who came to safer areas in Rojava /
Northern Syria have been confronted with even harder conditions. Despite the self-
administration has provided them with aid and support according to its possibilities,
the conditions of embargo, siege and war made it impossible to cover all children's
needs in the refugee camps. Children have been suffering from malnutrition and skin
diseases due to lack of water and hygiene. Also appropriate education conditions for
all children are missing.

The suffering of children in Kobani and Afrin after the attack on their
areas:

The children of Kobane have been suffering by the war as children in other parts of
Syria. After the liberation of Kobane city from ISIS terrorists, another massacre was
committed by ISIS in the town and surrounding villages on 25/6/2014. On that day
groups of ISIS terrorist entered into Kobane from the Turkish border gate with the
help of the Turkish state. 52 civilians, including 35 children, were massacred in the
town center. Many were wounded and 93 children became orphans as their parents
were killed by ISIS terrorists. This massacre left the children in a state of shock as
their parents and relatives were tortured and killed in front of their eyes. Many of
these children lost their ability to speak because of the traumatic scenes they were
forced to witness.

A picture of the massacre committed by ISIS in Kobani
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The war machinery is still proceeding and committing more massacres and human
rights violations against our people in Afrin. After the barbaric occupation attack by
the Turkish state starting on 20/1/2018 until the date of preparing this file the
Turkish army has implemented a scorched-earth policy.

Many innocent children were killed and wounded in the continuing air-strikes and
shelling of the Turkish army on civilian settlements. Thousands of children were
displaced. Others have been living with their families under difficult war conditions in
places that were not suitable for housing such as caves or shelters in order to protect
themselves from the Turkish bombardments. Several families were forced to live
together with other families in one house, where they have been suffering from
malnutrition due to siege and war with constant fear and horror of guns and bombing
of the Turkish warplanes.

Pictures of the children of Afrin as a result of the brutal Turkish aggression on their safe areas

More than 30 schools in Afrin province were destroyed and the others had to close
because of the attacks by the Turkish fascist state targeting especially schools, medical
centers, the hospital of Afrin and all infrastructure. Because of the bombings most
children have been deprived of their most basic rights like the right to security,
education, even their right to play. In the massacre carried out by the Turkish state
air-forces against the children of Klanho family who was living in Al-Basota village in
Sherawa area of Afrin on 19/2/2018 eight children of the same family were killed
and seven heavily wounded. The Turkish occupying army and its FSA mercenaries
who supported the Turkish army in their bombing, massacres and occupation war on
Afrin are killing the childhood and aim to destroy the future of Afrin’s children and
everything that was beautiful in their lives.
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With the intensifying Turkish bombardments on Afrin town center hundred thousands
of people escaped on 17-03-2018 from Afrin without having the possibility to take
anything with them. But around 300 refugees could not even rescue their lives as the
refugee convoys were targeted by Turkish air-forces and artillery. Still the dead
bodies could not be evacuated and the exact number of casualties due to these war
crimes needs to be investigated. According to figures of the UNHCR in Syria around
200,000 displaced people from Afrin are now staying in the regions of Shehba,
Sherawa and Til Rifat without any security and a big lack of shelter, food and
medication.

What the children of Syria have been suffering is a humanitarian catastrophe and
crime against children. The current situation is no longer merely a reflection of a
conflict which has negative results at all levels and sectors of the society and the
country. All these crimes against humanity and violations of human rights have been
committed in front of the eyes of the international community and international
organizations. The UN and bodies of international law limited their role to issuing
statements of condemnation and denunciation, without taking concrete steps to stop
the aggression against civilians. Even the UNSC agreement for a 30-days ceasefire for
whole Syria remained ineffective and unsupervised in Afrin, so that Turkey could
intensify its war of ethnic cleansing against the population of Afrin just during this
period of time. Despite the existence of dozens of conventions and laws that should
protect the children's rights no one of them was applied in practice.

We appeal to children's rights organizations and civil society to fulfill their duty to
protect children and defend the children’s rights in all Syria.

Break the silence about the crimes against humanity and the massacres committed
against children.




